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Graphene Science Handbook
This harrowing mystery, winner of the Philippine National Book Award, follows two
Catholic priests on the hunt through Manila for a brutal serial killer Payatas, a
50-acre dump northeast of Manila’s Quezon City, is home to thousands of people
who live off of what they can scavenge there. It is one of the poorest
neighborhoods in a city whose law enforcement is already stretched thin, devoid of
forensic resources and rife with corruption. So when the eviscerated bodies of
preteen boys begin to appear in the dump heaps, there is no one to seek justice on
their behalf. In the rainy summer of 1997, two Jesuit priests take the matter of
protecting their flock into their own hands. Father Gus Saenz is a respected
forensic anthropologist, one of the few in the Philippines, and has been tapped by
the Director of the National Bureau of Investigations as a backup for police efforts.
Together with his protégé, Father Jerome Lucero, a psychologist, Saenz dedicates
himself to tracking down the monster preying on these impoverished boys. Smaller
and Smaller Circles, widely regarded as the first Filipino crime novel, is a poetic
masterpiece of literary noir, a sensitive depiction of a time and place, and a
fascinating story about the Catholic Church and its place in its devotees’ lives.

Scripting Intelligence
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Vignettes from natural settings are accompanied by a series of lessons
emphasizing both practical and theoretical considerations. This edition features 23
outstanding plates from the author's Lessons on Trees.

Blood of the Shinobi
The Bigot
Examines the Low Resistivity, High Mobility, and Zero Bandgap of Graphene The
Graphene Science Handbook is a six-volume set that describes graphene’s special
structural, electrical, and chemical properties. The book considers how these
properties can be used in different applications (including the development of
batteries, fuel cells, photovoltaic cells, and supercapacitors based on graphene)
and produced on a massive and global scale. Volume One: Fabrication Methods
Volume Two: Nanostructure and Atomic Arrangement Volume Three: Electrical and
Optical Properties Volume Four: Mechanical and Chemical Properties Volume Five:
Size-Dependent Properties Volume Six: Applications and Industrialization This
handbook describes the fabrication methods of graphene; the nanostructure and
atomic arrangement of graphene; graphene’s electrical and optical properties; the
mechanical and chemical properties of graphene; the size effects in graphene,
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characterization, and applications based on size-affected properties; and the
application and industrialization of graphene. Volume two is dedicated to
nanostructure and atomic arrangement and covers: The potential applications of
graphene heterostructures, particularly, graphene/h-BN heterostructures Atomicscale defects in graphene and the huge impact they have on its low-energy
electronic structure Recent findings on graphene plasmonics The storage of
hydrogen between graphene and inside graphene-oxide frameworks (GOFs) The
nitrogen contents, species, synthesis methods, and application on nitrogen-doped
graphene Modification methods and applications of graphene and graphene oxide
Phonon spectra and vibrational thermodynamic characteristics of graphene
nanofilms The imaging of graphene by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Advances in the formation of graphene-based three-dimensional (3D) architectures
and more

Lexicon of Geologic Names of the United States for 1936-1960
Don't Get Scrooged
Landscape Body Dwelling documents and offers reflections on Charles Simond's
inaugural installation for Dumbarton Oaks' contemporary art series, which
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launched in spring 2009. This volume demonstrates how contemporary culture
connects us with the past, reinvigorating historical tropes while enlivening the
institutions that continue to speak them.

Gregg Shorthand
Stephen Eric Bronner is a prolific author, activist, and one of America’s leading
political thinkers. His new book presents bigotry as a systematic, all-encompassing
mindset that has a special affinity for right-wing movements. In what will surely
prove a seminal study, Bronner explores its appeal, the self-image it justifies, the
interests it serves, and its complex connection with modernity. He reveals how
prejudice shapes the conspiratorial and paranoid worldview of the true believer,
the elitist, and the chauvinist. In the process, it becomes apparent how the bigot
hides behind mainstream conservative labels in order to support policies designed
to disadvantage the targets of his contempt. Examining bigotry in its various
dimensions—anthropological, historical, psychological, sociological, and
political—Professor Bronner illustrates how the bigot’s intense hatred of “the
other” is a direct reaction to social progress, liberal values, secularism, and an
increasingly complex and diverse world. A sobering look at the bigot in the twentyfirst century, this volume is essential for making sense of the dangers facing
democracy now and in the future.
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Small Press Record of Books in Print
Smaller and Smaller Circles
Instruction on how to Disappear
This charming volume explores the sum and substance of love while recognizing
the elements that make it such an incredibly wonderful part of life. Helping along
the way are the individually selected animal photographs that perfectly convey the
ideas that Bradley presents.

Navajo Times
My Imaginary Ex
Selected Poems
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Twisted
Geology and Ore Deposits of the Wood River Region, Idaho
Sabrina the Teenage Witch, the most iconic magical character in comic books if not
all of pop culture, is back with a bevy of spell-binding tales, featuring the classic
ensemble of Salem the cat, Harvey, and Sabrina’s two bewitching aunts Hilda and
Zelda, as well as some new friends and an all-new love interest. With stories
written by Bill Golliher and illustrated by award winning artist Holly G!, Sabrina the
Teenage Witch is sure to cast her spell on you!

Barnacle Love
While Web 2.0 was about data, Web 3.0 is about knowledge and information.
Scripting Intelligence: Web 3.0 Information Gathering and Processing offers the
reader Ruby scripts for intelligent information management in a Web 3.0
environment—including information extraction from text, using Semantic Web
technologies, information gathering (relational database metadata, web scraping,
Wikipedia, Freebase), combining information from multiple sources, and strategies
for publishing processed information. This book will be a valuable tool for anyone
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needing to gather, process, and publish web or database information across the
modern web environment. Text processing recipes, including speech tagging and
automatic summarization Gathering, visualizing, and publishing information from
the Semantic Web Information gathering from traditional sources such as relational
databases and web sites

Mining and Engineering World
Twenty-something Ellie Manuel's Prince Charming may have broken up with her,
but she won't give up because fairy tale heroines don "t live Shappily ever after
right away, silly.So she spends the next year restoring herself to the girl he had
fallen in love with. Until she discovers that life without him might not be so bad
after all.So when is it okay to quit on a fairy tale?

Conducting Polymer Hybrids
Yamada Monogatari
The Simple Truth About Love
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I Heart Colouring, part of the new, full colour, Pretty Pocket Colouring range,
contains beautiful pictures and scenes to bring to life with colouring pens and
pencils. The new small format is perfect for travelling, so keen colourers can
channel their creative genius wherever they are!

Mining and Scientific Press
A collection of poems by “one of America’s greatest and most original poets of all
time” (Poetry Foundation). One of the nineteenth century’s leading poets, Emily
Dickinson wrote nearly 1,800 poems during her lifetime, though only a handful
were published. This collection includes some of Dickinson’s best-known works,
reflecting her thoughts on nature, life, death, the mind, and the spirit. “Emily
Dickinson is one of our most original writers, a force destined to endure in
American letters. . . . Without elaborate philosophy, yet with irresistible ways of
expression, Emily Dickinson’s poems have true lyric appeal, because they make
abstractions, such as love, hope, loneliness, death, and immortality, seem near
and intimate and faithful.” —The Atlantic “Emily Dickinson did not leave any
poetics or treatise to explain her life’s work, so we can come to her poetry with
minds and hearts open, and unearth whatever it is we need to find. Her oeuvre is a
large one and most of her work was done in secret—she didn’t share most of what
she wrote. Ten or so poems were published in her lifetime, mostly without her
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consent. She often included poems with letters but, after her death, the poet’s
sister Vinnie was surprised to find almost eighteen hundred individual poems in
Dickinson’s bedroom, some of them bound into booklets by the poet.” —Publishers
Weekly “Dickinson found love, spiritual quickening and immortality, all on her own
terms.” —The Guardian

Sanghaya
Different quotes and top 10 lists as heard on Monster Radio RX 93.1.

Geological Survey Bulletin
This tale of two generations, spanning from the Azores to Toronto’s Portuguese
community, is full of “immense emotional and truthful power” (Colm Tóibín, author
of Brooklyn). These “beautiful [and] profoundly moving” interlinked stories of a
father and son explore the innocent dreams and bitter disappointments of the
immigrant experience (Booklist, starred review). Moving from a small Portuguese
fishing village in the Azores Islands to the shores of Newfoundland, Barnacle Love
then takes us into the dark alleys of Toronto’s Portuguese community in the 1970s.
The first half of the story is told through the perspective of the father, Manuel
Rebelo, who fled his homeland—and the crushing weight of his mother’s
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expectations—to build a future for himself in a new land. Manuel struggles to
adjust, but fulfilling the promise of his adopted home is not as simple as he had
hoped. The tale transitions to the candid point of view of Manuel’s son, Antonio,
who—along with his sister and mother—lives in the shadows cast by Manuel’s
failures. With fantastic, sometimes magical details and passionate empathy, this is
a haunting journey into the lives of a family and its secrets. Hailed as “tender and
raw, morbid and surprisingly gentle” by the Vancouver Sun, Barnacle Love was a
finalist for Canada’s prestigious Giller Prize.

Who's who in the West
The best of the morning rush top 10 with Chico, Delamar, and
Gino
Short stories set in future Manila.

The Edinburgh World Atlas
On Drawing Trees and Nature
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Rand McNally Bankers Directory
In an ancient Japan where the incursions of gods, ghosts, and demons into the
living world is an everyday event, an impoverished nobleman named Yamada no
Goji makes his living as a demon hunter for hire. With the occasional assistance of
the reprobate exorcist Kenji, whatever the difficulty - ogres, demons, fox-spirits for a price Yamada will do what needs to be done, even and especially if the
solution to the problem isn't as simple as the edge of a sword. Yet, no matter how
many monsters he has to face, or how powerful and terrible they may be, the
demons Yamada fears the most are his own!

The Last Time I Saw Mother
This book presents a comprehensive survey about conducting polymers and their
hybrids with different materials. It highlights the topics pertinent to research and
development in academia and in the industry. The book thus discusses the
preparation and characterization of these materials, as well as materials properties
and their processing. The current challenges in the field are addressed, and an
outline on new and even futuristic approaches is given. “Conducting Polymer
Hybrids” is concerned with a fascinating class of materials with the promise for
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wide-ranging applications, including energy generation and storage,
supercapacitors, electronics, display technologies, sensing, environmental and
biomedical applications. The book covers a large variety of systems: one-, two-,
and three-dimenstional composites and hybrids, mixed at micro- and nanolevel.

History of the Order of the Eastern Star
Muslims in the Philippines
"My mother never writes. So when the mail arrived that day, I was not expecting to
find a letter from her. There was no warning." Between generations of women,
there are always secrets--relationships kept hidden, past events obscured, true
feelings not spoken. But sometimes the truth is so primal it must be told. Now, with
haunting lyricism and emotional clarity, Arlene Chai has written an exquisite novel
about a family of women who break their silence. At the center of The Last Time I
Saw Mother is the singular story of a woman who suddenly learns she is not who
she thinks she is. Caridad is a wife and mother, a native of the Philippines living in
Sydney, Australia. Out of the blue Caridad's mother summons her home. Although
she is not ill, Thelma needs to talk to her daughter -- to reveal a secret that has
been weighing heavily on her for years. It is a tale that Caridad in no way suspects.
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She stopped asking questions about the past long ago; her mother's constant
reluctance to answer finally subdued her curiosity. Now, it is through the words of
Thelma, her aunt Emma, and her cousin Ligaya, that Caridad will learn the startling
truth and attempt to recapture what has been lost to her. Arlene Chai tells their
versions of the story in their own voices, each one distinct, moving, and magical.
As each woman tells her part of their family's hidden history, Caridad hears at last
the unspoken stories--the joys and sorrows that her parents kept to themselves,
and the never forgotten tragedy of the war years, when Japan's brutal occupation
and civilian deprivations helped destroy a country and its history. The Last Time I
Saw Mother is about mothers and daughters. It is about a cultural identity born of
Spanish, Chinese, and Filipino influence. And it is about the healing power of truth.
Arlene Chai is one of the most stunning new novelists in years. She takes us to a
place we have never been before.

Hacienda Tokens of Mexico
Modular Origami Polyhedra
California Grocers Advocate
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Once a thriving metropolis on the banks of the Mississippi, St. Louis, Missouri, is
now a ghostly landscape of vacant houses, boarded-up storefronts, and abandoned
factories. The Gateway City is, by any measure, one of the most depopulated,
deindustrialized, and deeply segregated examples of American urban decay. "Not
a typical city," as one observer noted in the late 1970s, "but, like a Eugene O'Neill
play, it shows a general condition in a stark and dramatic form." Mapping Decline
examines the causes and consequences of St. Louis's urban crisis. It traces the
complicity of private real estate restrictions, local planning and zoning, and federal
housing policies in the "white flight" of people and wealth from the central city.
And it traces the inadequacy—and often sheer folly—of a generation of urban
renewal, in which even programs and resources aimed at eradicating blight in the
city ended up encouraging flight to the suburbs. The urban crisis, as this study of
St. Louis makes clear, is not just a consequence of economic and demographic
change; it is also the most profound political failure of our recent history. Mapping
Decline is the first history of a modern American city to combine extensive local
archival research with the latest geographic information system (GIS) digital
mapping techniques. More than 75 full-color maps—rendered from census data,
archival sources, case law, and local planning and property records—illustrate, in
often stark and dramatic ways, the still-unfolding political history of our neglected
cities.

Fairy Tale Fail
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Step-by-step instructions, diagrams for creating 35 different polyhedra from
origami units — from simple modular cubes to a 14-sided cuboctahedron!

Mapping Decline
Zack and Jasmine never dated, but no one else knows that. That story started in
college, because she was being a good friend, and he needed help with something.
The friendship and affection that followed were very real, but the lie kept causing
trouble. Years later, after a falling out and real relationships with other people, the
lie resurfaces to bother Jasmine one more time—when Zack's exes ask her to stop
him from marrying someone they think is totally wrong for him. She's the only one
who can help him, they say, because she's his best friend. They also believe that
Zack loved Jasmine the most—and maybe still does. (This is a revised and
expanded edition of My Imaginary Ex, the first book in the Chic Manila series. All
books in the series can be read as standalones.)

Magic of Sabrina the Teenage Witch
I Heart Colouring
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Inside find helpful advice, such as: Take a Vacation, Not a Guilt-Trip Don't Get
"Should Upon" Hades or Homecoming? Opt In- or Out-of Family Events Quit Being
Your Mother Ban Worry from Your Holidays It's Not Daytona—You're Not Jeff
Gordon Don't Try to Cook Tailgating Turkeys Don't Get Scrooged is a jewel of a
handbook on how to avoid, appease, and even win over the Scrooges who haunt
your holidays. Whether it's the salesclerk who ignores you in favor of her cell
phone, the customer who knowingly jumps ahead of you in line at Starbucks, the
unnaturally irritable boss down the hall, or the in-laws who invite themselves
(every year) for a two-week stay at your house, you will always need to deal with
Scrooges, grumps, uninvited guests, sticks-in-the-mud, and supreme party
poopers. Learning to handle them whenever and wherever they appear is not just
optional—it's essential.

Landscape Body Dwelling
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